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Motivation
1
1Stanfield, C. L. Principles of Human Physiology, Pearson, 2011
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Biochemical Reaction Networks
Biochemical Reaction Network
Let X = [X1,X2, . . . ,XN ] be the vector of populations of N
chemical species, interacting according to the M reactions,
N∑
i=1
ν−i ,jXi
kj→
N∑
i=1
ν+i ,jXi , j = 1, 2, . . .M.
where ν− and ν+ are the stoichiometries.
Use stochastic simulation (Gillespie2) and Monte Carlo methods.
2Gillespie, D. T. The Journal of Physical Chemistry, 1977
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Bayesian Inference
Given Nobs observations Xobs = [X(t1),X(t2), . . . ,X(tNobs )], what
is k = [k1, k2, . . . , kM ]?
Bayes’ Theorem
p (k |Xobs) ∝ p (Xobs | k) p (k)
The likelihood,
p (Xobs | k) =
Nobs∏
i=1
f (X(ti ) |X(ti−1), k) ,
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Approximate Bayesian Computation
Basic idea3: p (k |Xobs) ≈ p (k | ρ(XS ,Xobs) ≤ )
ABC Rejection Sampling
1: repeat
2: Sample prior k∗ ∼ p (k)
3: Generate simulated data XS ∼ p (X|k∗)
4: until ρ(XS ,Xobs) ≤ 
5: Accept k∗ as a sample from p (k | ρ(XS ,Xobs) ≤ )
Compute time depends on the average acceptance rate A.
Unfortunately, A = O(q).
3Sunnaker, M., et al. PLoS Computational Biology, 2013
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ABC Rejection Sampling Example
X
k→ Y
t
0 10 20 30
X
0
50
100
150
200
Real Data 
k = 0.11
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ABC Rejection Sampling Example
X
k→ Y
t
0 10 20 30
X
0
50
100
150
200
Simulation 
k = 0.7
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ABC Rejection Sampling Example
X
k→ Y
t
0 10 20 30
X
0
50
100
150
200
Simulation 
k = 0.05
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ABC Rejection Sampling Example
X
k→ Y
t
0 10 20 30
X
0
50
100
150
200
Simulation 
k = 0.1
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ABC Rejection Sampling Example
X
k→ Y
t
0 10 20 30
X
0
50
100
150
200
Simulation 
k = 0.1
Accept 
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Multilevel Approximate Bayesian Computation
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Multilevel Monte Carlo
Given a random variable, X , with PDF p(X ), compute,
E [f (X )] =
∫ ∞
−∞
f (X )p (X ) dX .
Consider a sequence of approximations 4 {Y`}`=L`=0,
MLMC telescoping sum
E [f (X )] = E [f (Y0)]+E [f (X )− f (YL)]+
L∑
`=1
E [f (Y`)− f (Y`−1)] ,
4Giles, M. B. Operations Research, 2008
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Distribution as an Expectation
Let Θ = [θ1, θ2, . . . , θM ] be a random vector in RM . The
cumulative distribution function (CDF) is given by
F (s) =
∫
A(s)
p (Θ) dΘ.
where A(s) = (−∞, s1]× (−∞, s2]× · · · × (−∞, sM ].
We can reformulate as,
F (s) = E
[
1A(s)(Θ)
]
,
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Multilevel ABC Estimator
Instead of p (k |Xobs), we consider F (s) over RM .
MLMC-ABC
Given a sequence of ABC acceptance thresholds, {`}`=L`=0, with
` > `+1,
F (s) ≈ E [1A(s)(k0)]+ L∑
`=0
E
[
1A(s)(k`)− 1A(s)(k`−1)
]
,
where k` ∼ p (k | ρ(XS ,Xobs) ≤ `).
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Computational Complexity
Big Question
How many model simulations are required to compute the
estimator Fˆ such that
MSE(Fˆ ) = E
[
‖F − Fˆ‖2∞
]
= O(h2) ?
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Numerical Results
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Michaelis-Menten Enzyme Kinetics
Michaelis-Menten Model
The catalyzed reaction of substrate, S , to product,P, with enzyme,
E , acting as a catalyst.
S + E
k1→ ES , ES k2→ S + E , ES k3→ P + E
S
E
ES
E
P
5
5Michaelis, L. and Menten, M. L. Biochem Z, 1913
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Michaelis-Menten Enzyme Kinetics
t
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Numerical Results: Michaelis-Menten
Nobs = 22, h = 0.2 estimation over R3.
k 1 ×10
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MLMC-ABC: 1.2× 106 model simulations.
ABC-Rej: 55.1× 106 model simulations.
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Numerical Results: Michaelis-Menten
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Numerical Results: Comparison with MCMC and SMC
Stochastic epidemiological model of tuberculosis transmission. 6 7
Tuberculosis Transmission Model
Let Xi be the number of infections caused by genotype i .
∅ α→ Xi , Xi δ→ ∅, Xi µ→ XG+1
where G is the number of genotypes.
Dataset consists of genotype distribution of a sub-sample of the
infected population.
6Tanaka, M. M. et al. Genetics, 2006
7Sisson, S. A. et al. PNAS, 2007
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Numerical Results: Comparison with MCMC and SMC
α
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Roughly 2 to 10× over MCMC, and 1/2 to 2× over SMC.
Depends on proposal density.
MLMC requires no proposal density.
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Papers
D. J. Warne, R. E. Baker, M. J. Simpson.
Accelerating computational Bayesian inference for stochastic
biochemical reaction network models using multilevel Monte Carlo
sampling. bioRxiv.org
D. J. Warne, R. E. Baker, M. J. Simpson.
Computational inference without proposal kernels. Soon to be
uploaded to arXiv.org
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Conclusion
Application of MLMC to ABC inference.
General estimator for posterior CDF.
Some preliminary numerical analysis.
Promising numerical results.
Future Work:
Further enhancements, e.g., Exploiting simulation
approximation.
Explore the curse-of-dimensionality with MLMC-ABC.
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Thank You!
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